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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Many experts have sounded the alarm that the COVID-19 pandemic was all about the shot  and a

larger agenda to impose totalitarian control worldwide.  Already, one shot has turned into two

doses and a third booster. A fourth booster is also being discussed, including by Moderna CEO

Stéphane Bancel, who said that the eNcacy of the third shot is likely to decline over several

months, necessitating another shot soon thereafter.

“I will be surprised when we get that data in the coming weeks that it’s holding nicely over time — I

would expect that it’s not going to hold great,” Bancel said in an interview with Goldman Sachs.

Conveniently, Moderna is working on an Omicron-speciUc jab that they hope to release as early as

March 2022  — and this is only the beginning.

Writing on Substack, contributor Eugyppius explained, “Moderna, just one of multiple

pharmaceuticals eager to exploit our new vaccine mania, are expanding their manufacturing

capacity to produce as many as 6 billion mRNA vaccine doses per year.”  The information came

straight from the horse’s mouth, at a virtual meeting held the Urst day of the World Economic

Forum’s (WEF) Davos Agenda 2022, at a session titled “COVID-19: What’s Next?”

Along with Bancel, the meeting was attended by Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the U.S. National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Richard Hatchett, CEO of the Coalition for

Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), and professor Annelies Wilder-Smith from the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, who together detailed their plans for “vaccine mania” to

persist indeUnitely.

Combined Shots Planned to Avoid ‘Compliance Issues’

During the discussion, Bancel states that Moderna is actively preparing for “what should the

vaccine be in the fall of 2022, and what should it contain.” The company is “working with public

health experts like Fauci’s team to Ugure this out. Because soon we’re going to have to decide what

goes into the vaccine for fall of 2022,” he said.

Fauci’s NIAID is part of the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), which, some may be surprised

to learn, actually owns half the patent for Moderna’s COVID-19 injection. In fact, the NIH owns

thousands of pharmaceutical patents, and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

spends $4.9 billion a year out of its $12 billion budget buying and distributing vaccines.

“Tony Fauci was able to choose, to designate, four of his high-level employees who each get

individual patent shares,” according to Robert F. Kennedy Jr. in an interview with James Corbett.

“They will collect $150,000 a year for life if the Moderna vaccine is approved, which it has been.”

In addition to working closely with Fauci, Moderna is planning to combine multiple shots, such as a

COVID-19 shot, a iu shot and a respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) shot, into one injection — coming

in 2023 — to help avoid “compliance issues.” He said:

“The other piece we’re working on is for 2023, is how do we make it possible from a

societal standpoint that people want to be vaccinated?

And we’re going to do this by preparing combinations, we’re working on the @u vaccine,

we’re working on an RSV vaccine, and our goal is to be able to have a single annual booster,

so that we don’t have compliance issues, where people don’t want to get two to three shots

a winter, but they get one dose, where they get a booster for corona, and a booster for @u

and RSV, to make sure that people get their vaccine.”

When asked how soon this would occur, he continued:

“So the RSV program is now in Phase 3, the @u program is in Phase 2 and soon in Phase 3, I

hope as soon as second quarter of this year. So the best case scenario would be the fall of

2023, as a best case scenario, I don’t think it would [be available] in every country, but we

believe it’s possible to operate in some countries next year.”

Vaccines for at Least 20 Pathogens in the Works

SARS-Cov-2 isn’t the only virus that Moderna and other pharmaceutical companies, along with

health oNcials, are intent on targeting with more shots. Remember zika virus, which Kennedy

described as another pandemic fabricated for the purpose of selling pharmaceuticals and

advancing totalitarian control?  There’s a vaccine on the way.

How about Nipah virus? Nipah virus, a zoonotic pathogen for which no treatments exist, is the

inspiration for the Ulm “Contagion.”  The virus can only be experimented on in BSL-4 laboratories.

As an aside, the National Bio and Agro-Defence Facility in Kansas will be the Urst biocontainment

facility  in the U.S. where research on Nipah (and Ebola) can be conducted on livestock.

In 2019, Nipah Malaysia was also among the deadly virus strains shipped  from Canada's National

Microbiology Lab to the Wuhan Institute of Virology. If you haven’t heard of Nipah yet, you likely will

soon — another vaccine is in the works for it. Bancel said:

“We’re working with Dr. Fauci’s team, we’re working with Richard [Hatchett], to work on

many more pathogens ... The entire scientiQc community has known for years that there’s

at least around 20-ish pathogens that are a risk for which we need vaccines, you know we

have zika vaccine in Phase 2 ... we’re working on a Nipah vaccine, those are viruses that

not everybody has heard of.

Because we need to have the data. What dose, what construct from a genetic standpoint is

required ... so that if a new pathogen emerges from that family we can very quickly move

into a Phase 3.”

More mRNA Shots Are Coming

Many other vaccines are also under development, including a Phase 3 study looking at combining

PUzer’s COVID-19 injection with their Prevnar 20™ (pneumococcal 20-valent conjugate vaccine) for

adults aged 65 and older.

In a related news release, Kathrin U. Jansen, Ph.D., senior vice president and head of vaccine

research and development at PUzer spoke about the importance of “raising awareness of the

importance of adult” vaccinations, echoing Bancel in their desire to create combination shots so

adults can get multiple vaccines at one doctor or pharmacy visit.

“As the COVID-19 vaccines and booster doses continue to be administered, we believe that health

care providers have an opportunity to talk to their adult patients about other recommended

vaccines in line with CDC guidance,” she said.

An agreement between PUzer and BioNTech to develop the Urst mRNA shingles vaccine was also

reached in January 2022.  According to a PUzer news release, “While there are currently approved

vaccines for shingles, there is an opportunity to develop an improved vaccine that potentially shows

high eNcacy and better tolerability, and is more eNcient to produce globally, by utilizing mRNA

technology.”

A Phase 1 study by Moderna for its mRNA Epstein-Barr virus shot is also underway. The Urst dose

of the experimental shot was given to a study subject January 5, 2022,. In a news release, Moderna

detailed their intent on rolling out additional mRNA vaccines against a number of additional viruses

as well:

"The start of this Phase 1 study is a signiQcant milestone as we continue to advance mRNA

vaccines against latent viruses, which remain in the body for life after infection and can

lead to chronic medical conditions. Moderna is committed to developing a portfolio of Qrst-

in-class vaccines against latent viruses for which there are no approved vaccines today,

including vaccines against CMV [cytomegalovirus], EBV and HIV.

Our research team is working to bring even more vaccines against latent viruses to the

clinic. We believe these vaccines could have a profound impact on quality of health for

hundreds of millions of people around the world."

Other mRNA shots also in development include:

An mRNA cancer vaccine for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

mRNA iniuenza shots, which are under development by several companies, including PUzer,

Moderna, SanoU and Translate Bio

An mRNA HIV vaccine, one of which is being studied by Moderna in collaboration with the

NIH

Various additional mRNA cancer vaccines, including one targeting advanced melanoma —

being developed by BioNTech and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals  — and several being

developed by Moderna, targeting melanoma, NSCLC, colorectal cancer and pancreatic cancer

Ramping Up Production for Billions of Doses

In case there were any doubt that the powers that be intend to use injections as an increasingly

integral part of your health care routine and daily life, Bancel described plans for billions of doses

of shots to be manufactured in a matter of months. He said during the WEF session:

“The other piece is manufacturing. If you look in 2020, we were able to ship 20 million

doses to the U.S. government when the vaccine was authorized. That is not a lot.

But this year we’re going to have 2 to 3 billion doses of capacity in a six-month timeframe,

which is what I believe it will take us to get authorization of a vaccine, if all the work has

been done before ... you could have 1.5 billion doses available in six months, and that’s just

from Moderna. And you have other platforms, it could be a much bigger number ...”

With censorship now so pervasive, and Big Tech colluding with dictators and pharmaceutical

companies to bury the harms occurring through these experimental vaccines — including death —

it’s now more important than ever to let your voice be heard in support of medical freedom and

opposition of government health oNcials intimidating, threatening and coercing citizens to violate

their conscientiously-held beliefs.

The ethical principal of informed consent to medical risk taking, which includes the legal right to

make voluntary decisions about getting experimental injections, must be protected. For now,

however, as Eugyppius explained:

“The vaccinators are a great sword of Damocles over our heads. As I type this, they are

scouring the earth for the novel pathogens their products require, and they, together with

their bureaucratic and academic allies, will do their level best to call into being new

pandemic scares and vaccination campaigns whenever possible — perhaps every @u

season.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Unally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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It is the escalation of genetic weapons, well referenced by Jonathan Latham, PhD, who coined the term “PANDEMIC VIRUS

INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” to describe one of the greatest existential threats to humanity. The “vaccine” holocaust is a democide

orchestrated by globalist elites on their way to the Great Reset. The greatest threat facing humanity is the increasingly pervasive

system of fascist tyranny whereby corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "health

crises" for proUt. The "pandemic" of the coronavirus and the incorporation of mRNA vaccines combined the demonstration of a corrupt

system, which the globalist elites will empower to achieve their objectives of power and money-

The reality shows the serious damage of transgenic vaccines and their ineNciency: Around 71 percent of new Wuhan coronavirus

cases in the United States and 60 percent of COVID patients in hospitals are fully vaccinated, which is caused by an excess of deaths.

www.brighteon.com/e3bff6ed-f0ff-440b-8084-9963ec527420

 dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/31/high-excess-deaths-worldwide-linked-to-covid..  (01/31/2022) The genocide of children with the

combination of transgenic vaccines will deepen new cancers and diseases in young people. Britain's ONce for National Statistics has

released data indicating that children who received the COVID-19 vaccines have suffered a mortality rate 54 times higher than their

counterparts who did not receive the vaccines. www.lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-like..  (02/02

/2022)
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In the face of this genocide, the protests continue. Truckers in Australia have followed the example of Canada's Freedom

Convoy participants and driven to the country's capital in Canberra to protest long-standing and unhelpful coronavirus

mandates from Wuhan. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10458149/Covid-19-Australia-Convoy-Ca..  (01/31/2022) A poll

found that a majority of Canadians now want to end the Wuhan coronavirus restrictions currently in place. The survey Undings

coincided with Freedom Convoy protests in Canada organized by truckers who oppose the country's COVID-19 vaccine

mandate. www.infowars.com/posts/majority-of-canadians-now-want-covid-rules-to-e..  (02/02/2022)
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The following is little surprise for long time followers of this site; * "Fauci’s NIAID is part of the U.S. National Institutes of Health

(NIH), which, some may be surprised to learn, actually owns half the patent for Moderna’s COVID-19 injection. In fact, the NIH

owns thousands of pharmaceutical patents, and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention spends $4.9 billion a year

out of its $12 billion budget buying and distributing vaccines. “Tony Fauci was able to choose, to designate, four of his

high-level employees who each get individual patent shares,” according to Robert F. Kennedy Jr. in an interview with James

Corbett.9 “They will collect $150,000 a year for life if the Moderna vaccine is approved, which it has been.”

* This is what Sen. Rand Paul & the rest need to bring to the ioor & challenge Legacy Media to at least pretend to look into this,

as that would be a step up from what they have been calling News. One more thing we have been called anti-vaxxers for

information like this to be called misinformation, yet if properly pursued would join so many other things Doc called out and has

been proven right about, all along! If this insanity keeps going the direction Fauci Science wants, no one will ever have to work

again - our jobs will to be a never-ending pin cushion for Big Pharma & Fauci's stock portfolio. Please consider watching

rrealrose's link; Cancel Covid www.bitchute.com/.../NCH2FRyUXYrB  . This is new data backing up old data from years ago!

These S-O-B's have known from the start how this is a disaster.
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Excellent observations, Gui...just one thing: Everyone who is awake, should understand by now that the PCR test is incapable of

detecting Covid-19; therefor, any "positive" results that come from that test - are invalid! I continue to remind people that this is

the cold and iu season. Apparently, thousands of people die each year from the iu, pneumonia, etc., yet magically - there have

been no reports of the cold or iu; for two years! Then, there's an article from the lamestream media, a while back that stated,

basically; "If you have so much as a snive - assume that you have covid"! Does it get any clearer than that?
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Thank you Just. The truth is The National Institutes of Health (NIH) sued Moderna to claim partial ownership of the patent for

its Wuhan coronavirus vaccine. NIH director Francis Collins, who has committed treason and appears to be getting away with it,

said he deserves a share of the royalties because his corrupt agency played "a major role" in developing the injection. Let's hope

now that the reality of the property is investigated.

www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/moderna-covid-19-v..  Fauci the king of lies wants to present himself

as a “vaccine” hero for the NIH's contribution to the modern “vaccine”.

As Robert F. Kennedy Jr. reported, Dr. Anthony Fauci wields his power to control and manipulate science. Fauci has been

painted as a hero during the pandemic, an image that is not only misleading but wildly inaccurate, as detailed in Kennedy's

best-selling book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." As published by Dr. Mercola, instead of caring for public health, Fauci and his

agency, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), prioritize pharmaceutical promotion. Kennedy refers to

Fauci as the "leader of the pack" when it comes to those who promote pharmaceuticals, proUt from Big Pharma and promote

their own personal power.
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Thank you Gui, more is never enough? Sued Moderna? What a bunch. Fauci King of Liars, great title, let's see if it sticks.
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Vaccinators Won't Stop Vaccinating
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

At a virtual meeting held the Urst day of the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Davos Agenda

2022, Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel and colleagues, including Dr. Anthony Fauci, detailed

their plans for “vaccine mania” to persist indeUnitely

'

Moderna is actively working with “Fauci’s team” to create a new shot for fall 2022; Moderna is

also developing an Omicron-speciUc jab that they hope to release as early as March 2022

'

Moderna is planning to combine multiple shots, such as a COVID-19 shot, a iu shot and a

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) shot, into one injection — coming in 2023 — to help avoid

“compliance issues”

'

An agreement between PUzer and BioNTech to develop the Urst mRNA shingles vaccine was reached in January 2022'

Additional shots are in development to target HIV, zika virus, Nipah virus, cancer, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), cytomegalovirus (CMV), Epstein-

Barr virus, iniuenza (mRNA) and more

'
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Very true what you say, Randy, until World Alternative Media CEO Josh Sigurdson told viewers that the CDC's latest statement

has conUrmed what it has been saying since early 2020: that you can't trust a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test to

determine if a person is indeed positive for the disease. www.brighteon.com/2063433e-7a8a-4218-a7cd-801340b21916

 Chemist Kary Mullis developed the PCR technique in 1986 and received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 for it. Mullis

reportedly said that while PCR "was a good tool for research, it was a very bad tool in medicine," particularly when used as a

diagnostic tool for a viral infection. RT-PCR is a method of nuclear origin that is used to detect the presence of speciUc genetic

material in any pathogen such as a virus.

It is a variation of the PCR test. The two techniques use the same process, but RT-PCR includes an additional step: reverse

transcription of RNA to DNA for ampliUcation. PCR is used for pathogens such as viruses and bacteria that already contain DNA

for ampliUcation, while RT-PCR is used for those that contain RNA that needs to be transcribed into DNA for ampliUcation. Both

techniques can be performed in "real time" or have results that are visible almost immediately. THE COVID-19 RT-PCR TEST:

HOW TO MISLEAD ALL HUMANITY. USING A “TEST” TO LOCK DOWN SOCIETY

www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-rt-pcr-how-to-mislead-all-humanity-usin..
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The easy explanation why all this is bunk and further shots unnecessary is that there are no pathogens that cause "disease".

Disease is a lack, the bioterrain is out of sorts, and drugs and vaccines are not the answer. Vaccines were ivented a long time

ago to destroy health and bring us to this Scam.
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Yes, allunoisrong, in freedom and health, there is the Ught against the domination of Big Pharma, the censorship of the

institutions and ultimately the deep state, the monopolistic prices of medicine and the assault and imprisonment of people who

dare to tell the truth about the healing properties of superfoods and nutritional supplements. When Big Pharma's proUts are at

stake, the Biden dictatorship enters the scene. Dr. Mercola's research work and the statements and protocols of many scientists

has saved countless lives, equipping ordinary people with the tools they need to monitor their health and avoid falling victim to

the death spiral of genetic weapons called "vaccines."
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I know we are all busy people, but this may be one of the most important links I have ever posted. Make the time to watch it!!!

NANO-MAN (DEEP NASAL SWAB TECH, RADIATION, INJECTION TECH, BORG ASSIMILATION)

www.bitchute.com/.../jDkn7ruUIFuj  Pass it on!!!
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I am very concerned about so much in the news about protecting "vulnerable" populations. It seems to me that hospitals are killing

certain classiUcations of people. I am afraid of being targeted because of my age. I am not a statistic. It is no secret that the elderly

are considered "useless eaters" and that the social security system is going broke. (More about that below.) I am very concerned that

rights will be denied to the elderly who are unvaxed. Or that vaxines may be mandated for the elderly.

Or, that they will be denied medical care, even in life-threatening situations such as accidents and trauma. Obviously, I have some bias.

I am beginning to feel like a fruit iy in California with so many people wanting to wipe me out. I recommend that young people spend

more time with elderly mentors. There are many life skills that are fast disappearing. Many elders have considerable skills and

experience, esp. about low tech and off-grid lifestyles and food production/preservation. I have been told that, in a grid down situation,

one of the most important people would be the cook--a cook who can cook from scratch and cook wild foods, too.

Skills like gardening, foraging, hunting, Ushing, carpentry/construction with manual tools or even pegs, animal husbandry, sewing and

Uber crafts, doctoring... It is not just about learning skills, what about neighborliness and simple human decency? When I was young,

we were eager to show how responsible and grown up we were. We considered it a privilege to help an elderly neighbor.

I recall my mother would not allow us to accept payment from neighbors. We would even surprise neighbors who had been

out-of-town by doing their yard work for them. I recall a neighbor coming home from the hospital and how we made sure their

driveway was shoveled. Seems that nowadays, the Urst thing young people want to know is how much you are going to pay them.

Then, only if they feel like working. I say, "We do not charge neighbors" when we share
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Almond, it's like you're reading my mid. I've also thought they're pushing these shots and trying to wipe out the older people

because they've spent all of our social security money.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Almond, Have been wondering why medical doctors are so concerned with everyone over "a certain age" be protected by shots.

Appears few have any idea what's in these new shots or any shots, they are mouthing instructions with no training in toxicology,

and because most (80% or more) now work for large, corporatized hospital systems, they are simply following orders. Instead

of protecting (appears a red herring, no shots seem to work, zero, zip), its like shooting up "Charlie the Tuna" as animated by

Starkist - older people have absorbed a variety of environmental toxins over their lifetime, and are least likely to be protected by

shooting more toxins into their bodies.

Am fairly convinced hospitals and their doctors are receiving kickbacks as part of their salaries. Instead, this can be viewed as a

form of geriatric abuse. So where is common sense? Thrown out the window with the latest version of highly distorted

corporate science. My guess is most journal articles these days are perverted, bent to the whims of corporate needs. Download

a sample form from Dr. Bryan Ardis's website, have your attorney help in editing, so if admitted, you refuse the medical

interventions you do not agree with. Keep a signed original in a safe place, have available should you need it.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media (WAM) spoke about the worldwide protests against the tyrannical Wuhan

coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine mandates. He referred to these protests in Europe and North America in response to

requirements for people to get vaccinated against COVID-19. “There are massive protests in the streets in many places around

the world. I've been saying it for a while: It's not that protests really work, but showing strength in numbers is what works. It is

not about asking the government for permission. It is about saying to the government: we do not need permission and we are

the resistance”, said the executive director of WAM.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (01/18 /2022)

www.brighteon.com/c167d5fc-1007-4bba-a216-35f06cb2ee7b

 | newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (01/16/2022)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Spring is hopeful, Retsbew. Omicon stands for increased contagion that promotes herd immunity with fewer serious health

effects. Europe is accelerating steps to roll back COVID restrictions as efforts to control the spread of the virus have failed and

countries downgrade the threat posed by SARS-CoV-2. Sweden and Switzerland joined Denmark, Norway, Finland, Ireland, The

Netherlands, Italy, Lithuania, France and the UK in announcing they will lift COVID restrictions and open up their countries. Top

Israeli oNcials also announced this week they are abolishing the country's "Green Pass" COVID vaccine passport for

restaurants, hotels, gyms and theaters. 12 COUNTRIES ROLL BACK COVID RESTRICTIONS, ISRAEL SCRAPS ‘GREEN PASS’

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/12-countries-covid-restrictions-is..  (03/02/22)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - they packed Old Aged Homes with infected humans {Cuomo and Mr "Medazalan" Hancock} in order to KILL as many

of these socially rejected {not part of the youth culture} oldies - this was to ioncrease the mortality stats - MURDER / MURDER /

MURDER - they want to KILL everyone {because they are STARK RAVING MAD} - but they know that the least questions will be

asked concerning the aged
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like most of the ONcial Narrative, questioning the legitimacy of Jab/s protecting the most venerable, (elderly,) seems as empty

as the rest of it. When near the top of list for comorbidities for our oldest population to catch Covid or anything, is Type 2

diabetes & heart with circulation problems. The Jab/s seem to increase Myocarditis & a collapse of the circulation systems.

Seems like a deliberate push Grandma & her wheelchair over the cliff to solve a problem the Predator$ most likely have known

since early on with the thirty-year Boomer Bump after WWII. Fauci type corruption concerning Social Security & Medicare for

half a century run amuck while the players Ulled their private pockets with $$$, Power & Control Schemes.

Adaptions such as those hammered out between Reagan & Tip O'Neil could have kept Social Security in the pink. The real and

largest problem is & always has been Medicare. When the whole Rockefeller/Finance/Oil/Pharma/& more system has dumped

toxins of all kinds for over a century, yet we have no solutions due their control of all systems & ability to stymy any type of

corrections. If we had proper Permaculture, nurtured & nourished those systems to provide Life & healthy lives, it is reasonable

to expect peoples to live long lives most free from dis-ease until the very end.

Cost would be expected to be a pittance compared to what we see now. Private individuals have taken over the Public &

because corruption Unds its way in is the problem. Absolute Power corrupts absolutely, and power attracts those most apt to be

corrupted. A go around to this problem has to be addressed. Keep in mind, isn't it amazing what "WE" have $ for & what "WE"

don't. Five point two trillion giving to the Predator$ right out of the gate, bipartisan - no hand wringing here. Then, especially the

Trillions captured by the Digital Devine Right New Gods as they killed main street to channel as much as possible into all digital

all the time.
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Nevermind these new mRNA shots are now showing going negative! People are worse off in Israel after the 4th shot. Del

Bigtree shows a graph using data taken from the NHS in the UK in the Urst hour of this week's HIGHWIRE show, the link is

somewhere below. You can listen to the talk and debate, "authorities" giving pressing reasons why these shots are beneUcial,

and its not in their performance charts. So Sorry! Hope Big Pharma loses a Bezos-size boatload of money developing more and

more of their dangerous and deadly shots.
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Healing starts here. www.organicconsumers.org/blog/funding-regeneration-revolution?utm_medi..
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose....you say: "Hope Big Pharma loses a Bezos-size boatload of money developing more of their dangerous deadly

shots"...If a pro-Pharma president gets elected in 2024, he/she will probably PRE-PAY for such mRNA combo shots...targeted at

many viruses in one shot...this is how the MMR shot became dangerous, (Unding fr: Andrew WakeUeld MD). Biden is currently

PRE-PAYING for the 3 EUA covid vaxines...
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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CMT367 - IMO, Biden has been bankrupting the US for some godforsaken reason, by bankrolling Big Pharma on his failure of a

"Ught the virus" Plandemic response. Includes a much larger yet repeat specter of Don Quixote tilting at windmills. Worse,

printing money has gone way over the line of acceptable. You may want to watch/listen to the second half of the Highwire show

link I posted below, from about the 1 hr mark - on.
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smoolichen70
Joined On 9/14/2006 8:24:19 AM
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Almond, The "denied medical care" is already in place. I needed a Nuclear Stress Test due to a cardiac problem but my own

hospital would not let me have it there because I was not vaccinated. I had to travel to a different hospital that did not have that

mandate.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to set up a genuine health care system. Certainly there have to be SOME well-funded people and businesses who support

liberty.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elderly people are treasured in many ways. Besides, they are somebody's parents, relatives or friends. It is unbelievable how

medical people can force this dangerous stuff on their neighbors or fellow citizens.
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www.thailandmedical.news/news/warning-scientists-from-shiraz-universit..

 ~ www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-scientist-warns-that-new-omicro..
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smoolichen and all... Taxpayers who are not allowed access to hospitals should be exempt from govt funding and taxes that

Unance them. I suspect most of those who refuse the jab are productive people who earn income. If govt lost even 10% of their

income (poss as many as 50% are now classiUed as unvaxed due to n or receiving 2 or more shots), this would end. It appears

to me that we are approaching a point of no return, when people will quit Unding a corrupt govt and revolt.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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balhawk and all... Unless there is a revolution that will be disruptive to the entire economy, a new Unancial system must start

small and slow. Things like dealing with local credit unions instead of banks. Investing in businesses and each other. More

barter and less use of currency. Avoiding buying anything from certain businesses. The latter is a huge problem. I often see a

big line up at check out of nonEnglish speaking persons and people who spend every penny that comes into their hands buying

crap at some of these stores for immed gratiUcation.  I use these stores only when they offer free services and I am not required

to give out personal info.
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SuperSing
Joined On 9/9/2018 7:25:24 PM
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Almond, you are absolutely right. Young people, especially in California, have been taught to resent and hate older people.

These young people think they are really smart, smarter than we are, but they don't know how to sew, cook, preserve food, etc. I

know these things and more but they would never ask me for help. There is a social media called MeWe which does not "fact

check" and censor your posts. On MeWe (in addition to Dr. Mercola and Dr. Suzanne Humphries) is a group called "Homestead,

Bushcraft and Survival Preparedness." It is a good group and I'm sure you could contribute a lot. I'd like to invite you and anyone

else to join! mewe.com/.../survivetheunexpected  My MeWe screen name is "Allie's Bibi Sings" MeWe is easy, it's free, and if you
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join, look me up!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

data - thank you for the link - it states that there is no difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated infection - would think

that the RNA modiUcation from the injection should be worse than localized infection but they claim that the spike protein

closes down the sinus however its source
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dats, Stanley and all... As terrible as the RNA part is, what is even worse id the crystal and resonant frequency alterations to the

human body and mind, with the potential to make a person less than human and destroy the soul. NANO-MAN (DEEP NASAL

SWAB TECH, RADIATION, INJECTION TECH, BORG ASSIMILATION) www.bitchute.com/.../jDkn7ruUIFuj  This is surely the

epitome of all evil. Pass it on!!!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - watched your "nano man" video link - quite powerful in its analysis - thank you for posting
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look how crazy the new Vaxx Pass rules are in France (February 2022.) People are now told they can get a vaxx pass if they get a mix

of one, two or three injections and infections! If you get 3 injections within a strict time frame, you get your vaxx pass. But - if you get 3

covid infections in the same period (probably not even possible?!) you don’t! Or, you can get 2 injections and an infection, or 2

infections and an injection. But you must have at least one injection. Why? Well there’s no attempt even to justify this nonsense. Also,

if you get 2 injections, you can have a pass if you can prove you got that infection before your Urst injection, or between 2 injections or

after your 2 injections? See?! It’s the science! For people who are a bit confused about all these permutations, they can go to a state

app, show their QR Code and they will see - according to pretty colors which change - exactly what they must do, and when, to get their

pass.

Without it, you are barred from most public places and activities including trains and planes. The Minister of Health said” Pour

bénéUcier du pass vaccinal, il faut que notre système immunitaire ait été stimulé au moins trois fois." That is - to be granted a vaccine

pass, it is necessary for your immune system to have been *stimulated* at least 3 times. See?! It’s the science! No, wait - he didn’t

even try to argue that you are only immune to covid if you get a mix of 3 injections & infections - he said you can get a vaxx pass if you

comply. Nothing to do with immunity, infection or transmission!  This is the bizarre world our *leaders* have created and we have to

restore freedom, the scientiUc method and sanity.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascist PIGS now roam the corridors of Power - Liberte' / Equalite' / Fraternite' - where have these values GONE!!
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanleybecker, your history is very weak. Liberte' / Equalite' / Fraternite' Is the slogan of the Freemasons. The brotherhood of

“Liberte' / Equalite' / Fraternite' is only among them, not the peasants. History is one big lie after another. What is a fact is that

most “humans” suck, including the USA founding fathers, all paid shills and crooks. Jidduh Krishnamurti and David Icke are

correct, there is no salvation without personal responsibility. There is no outside savior. None.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then why does Krishnamurti bear the name of a god? He slipped his handlers& the spirit behind them only to line up under that

same spirit again! It is the way of the deceiving& being deceived, those refusing to love the truth that they might be saved.

Freemasonry is just Babylon carried forward, hierarchical corporatism w/ its deceit & layers of darkness, initiations;& forms of it

are found in every civilization on this earth, from the lowest devolved into satanic shamanism to the most sophisticated of the

governments& international 'Reset' types of this world& the Vatican.

The Vatican: crouched upon one huge graveyard.  Both Rome & the Weishaupt inUltrated Masonic Jesuit arm that was still

struggling for supremacy at the time of the 1776 revolution were set-back by the unforeseen Bill of Rights that was not part of

the elites' original plan, nor Convention. THAT was the biblical power & distinctive, of the puriUed& restored King James Bible

believed& lived to the extent that fallen men can, which made America the freest nation to ever exist, what made America a safe

haven for the Jew, what kept a remnant Ughting against the total annihilation of the native population,& which Unally achieved

abolition at the loss of much blood.

As the elites prefer for proUt & culling, & in the model of the French Revolution, NOT the glorious revolution or the peaceful

Evangelical abolition achieved in Great Britain before, wherever & however they can work it thru their sorceries & manipulations

from the shadows & w/ deceit. Sunlight & those true individual freedoms are key...but they're constantly attacked & revised.

Individual corporatist must balance. Many were the salvos against it: from the 1st Islamic slavers grabbing American mariners,

to the bankers' war of 1812, to the Vatican funded Civil War as slavery& its market was being transformed to its industrial,

modern form& to 'civil rights' inner city sin& suffering for manipulated minorities, poor whites in the South.
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SuperSing
Joined On 9/9/2018 7:25:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not science. It's witchcraft, sorcery, voodoo, superstition, the Apostle Paul called it science falsely so called. In Revelation

18:23 the Scripture says the nations were deceived by the sorceries of Babylon. The description of Babylon sounds like the US,

and the original Greek word translated as sorceries is "pharmacopeia" from which we get our words pharmacist and

pharmaceutical. Vaccines are rooted in superstition and from the beginning of vaccines in the 1700s, they have been intended

to reduce the population. England required vax by law in the 1800s, along with the deportation of criminals and prisoners to

America and Australia, in order to reduce the population. vaccinesandchristianity.org is a tremendous resource as well as a

book published in 1957 called The Poisoned Needle by McBean, can't recall her Urst name. It's available as a free download

online in several places. Vaccines need to be outlawed completely forever.
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vlad ~ here's a love song dedicated to annie besant + krishnamurti .. https://youtu.be/zot9klNQlKk
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vlad - Robespierre who formulated this slogan has never been associated with masonry -

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libert%C3%A9,_%C3%A9galit%C3%A9,_fraternit%C3%A9
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Zingiber
Joined On 4/28/2021 4:12:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

also - after like 40 year of HIV research and no vaccine - now they plan to have one soon?! Perhaps there will be a larger market with a

type of acquired immunodeUciency syndrome happening among "overly" vaccinated populations now.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bingo! - HIV seems to have been developed in Robert Gallo's lab, and was spread throughout the strategic injection to major

metropolitan gay communities and then across parts of Africa with contaminated vaccines. So we now need a new vaccine to

combat prior errors?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, not too fast, maybe the Jab/s are an HIV vaccine? Maybe it's just to deliver the dis-ease in the form of VAIDs?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve, there's talk that the Wuhan virology lab may have been working on that illusive HIV vaccine, therefore needed to create

this virus.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The gift that keeps giving... until the customer dies.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

balhawk - new customers are born every day - is the SUCKER now to be called a customer ??
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Zingiber
Joined On 4/28/2021 4:12:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good Lord you'd think we were all dropping like iies from viruses rather than lifestyle diseases. Where are the interventions for chronic

lifestyle diseases. And now everything will be mRNA. We already have a shingles vaccine - but mRNA has now proven to be able to be

fast tracked. No more rigorous 10 year studies. How can people approve of this!? We opted out of all vaccines for our healthy kids

(who have never taken antibiotics or even vomited form an illness in their lives, you can bet I will never let an mRNA shot go near

them!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

protect the kids from the Big Bad Wolf that will eat your children like a fox eats your chickens
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bypassing safety standards to just push who knows what evil they have waiting in the wings to bury the public with. Safety

standards as they once stood leave way too much to be desired. When we see documentation of the carnage of Fauci's reign

over three decades. Not only more deaths from dis-ease's once at far lower levels than now, yet gave enough concern at the

time to create the institution Fauci controls. Those same dis-eases have exploded in a steady march of victims over those

decades. We could only hope to return to the numbers we started with decades ago. Falsey must have served his masters well,

to have survived the better part of a half century.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look out Canadians we have been sold out by a traitor www.bitchute.com/.../v8kAV4DHx4NL  THE PROPAGANDA OF THE CANADIAN

HEAD OF STATE COMPARED TO REALITY. The only one spewing hatred and lies and trying to divide Canadians with his natzi rhetoric

is our infamous prime minister www.bitchute.com/.../6FpcUL8bNsSM  Peace love and happiness to all 

🌞
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The political will in Canada is shifting. Just this week. You may want to Watch/listen to the Urst 1/2 hr or so segment of the

Highwire here: Episode 253: CANCELING COVID - www.bitchute.com/.../NCH2FRyUXYrB
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rose, my own mother died from ADE after a iu shot in 2007. Big pharma are nothing more than MURDERS and liars, and

government servants are personally proUting from our deaths. This is genocide on the human population. More people are

waking up to the tyranny.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry for your loss, always painful to point to a medical intervention that may not even have been needed or necessary. In case

you are interested, appears the Canadian Freedom Convoy has made a mark on several provincial politicians, realizing with this

large a turnout, they may not hold their positions next election.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Legions of the "informed" have been brain-trained into becoming neurotic hypochondriac pussies dependent on screens to direct their

lives. Programmed into the germ theory, they live in fear of another invisible demon. And out-steps Robert Malone with a possible case

of "Oppenheimer Regret" at inventing the unthinkable in a descent into even more germ theory. Though it is good of him to expose the

crooked business of Pfauci-Pharma, drugs like ivermectin and HCQ are only partial answers to the industry's designer

disease....Followers of natural alternative healing have long known of 50 other simple treatments for all disease involving a "Terrain

approach," which to me translates into "Charge Terrain" as the bottomline energy driver of bio-molecular behavior and resistance to

spooky microbes.

Instead of diving into the proUt-driven tech-medicine philosophy, Malone could have applied his talents to orthomolecular redox-style

medicine and the obvious electrical basis of all life. Hey, nobody is perfect and I'm glad to see the dapper doctor blowing whistle and
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medicine and the obvious electrical basis of all life. Hey, nobody is perfect and I'm glad to see the dapper doctor blowing whistle and

seeming to evolve. Maybe someday Joe Rogan will interview the Saul's, Levy's, Mercola's and other docs with their heads screwed on

right to expose pharma-frauding and the real world of health/healing outside of the monopoly media narrative?
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There are other invisible elephants in the room....* "The crime problem" has a root cause beyond law enforcement; The

ECONOMY! With every American now $90k in debt, hyperiniation roaring..who can't see the origin of depressions, addictions,

suicides and crime? * Strike on ISIS in Syria; We should never have attempted regime change in Syria and other sovereigns, nor

invented Al Quada/ISIS nor caused the chaos sweeping the Mid-East and Europe via ioods of immigration. Still the media talks

tough on military might and Ukraine, the other CIA regime op. I thank our vets, but shouldn't they be the ones to say NO!...* And

with all that is known of the mind-body-health connection, how can we ignore the psychological damage done by 24/7 media

fear mongering...a pandemic itself! ...and the hypocrite networks accuse every off-narrative voice of being "mis-information"

and argue and blame-game the situation ad nauseum (wretch puke)...err WTF? Life is very tricky in this ocean of bullshit.
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Yes, Randall. The economic crisis is an imposition by the globalist elites on their way to the Great Reset. "Joemicron" Biden is a

dangerous new variant that is unleashing an economic plague on the nation. In January alone, 300,000 jobs were destroyed. All

getting worse as truckers are banned from crossing borders, covid lockdowns continue to wreck the supply chain, and the

endless printing of money is driving price iniation at the grocery store.

www.brighteon.com/9990a062-a294-404f-ba4a-8fb8837509a0  (03/02/2022) The iniation crisis caused by the disastrous

economic policies of the administration of President Joe Biden has forced more Americans to turn to food banks and other

hunger relief organizations.

The entire country is experiencing its fastest rise in iniation in nearly four decades. The prices of everyday goods, including

food, have become more expensive: 6.3 percent more expensive than a year ago on average, according to the most recent data.

www.cbsnews.com/news/food-banks-increase-demand-economic-struggle-ini..  (01/31/2022) A Johns Hopkins professor

criticized his own university and the mainstream media for failing to report on a major study that concluded lockdowns have

been almost completely ineffective in curbing COVID death rates.

The study was authored by several eminent researchers at the University and concluded that the lockdowns “are ill-founded and

should be rejected as an instrument of pandemic policy”. The authors wrote "they have imposed enormous economic and social

costs where they have been adopted." summit.news/2022/02/03/video-johns-hopkins-prof-slams-media-own-instit..  (02

/03/2022)
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The murder rate in the United States is currently the highest in 25 years. Nearly 20,000 people, according to Ugures, lost their

lives last year in the United States because someone else deliberately and maliciously terminated them. The last time things

were this bad was 1996 and before, which was recognized as a time of dense violent crime. The current scenario with the rise

of tyranny, including mask mandates, "vaccine" mandates, lockdowns, and other totalitarian and anti-social impositions that

ruined the lives of many people. justthenews.com/nation/crime/murder-rates-across-country-soared-2021-h..  (01/19/2022)
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the "logic" of fools reigns upon us Forbidden - to intentioinally subvert social stability is illogical - but Zombie Culture remains

as the discernable characteristic of our FAILED society
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Those who would play God, are destroying this civilization! Anyone who is truly awake, would have known what was coming, from the

very beginning of this COVID HOAX! "The New Normal" was a really good "hint"! I knew from the very beginning, that mRNA was here to

stay and there would be many more to come. Another huge "hint" is the fact that the criminals are building new mRNA manufacturing

facilities around the world. So far; it doesn't look as if anything is going to stop this evil freight train of reaching and destroying us. I

would seriously keep my eye on any news of "covid re-education camps". Do the covid "measures" make any sense at all to any of you?

Let me sort out one fallacious argument for you: We are told that we 'must' wear the muzzle in all "indoor spaces", in order to "protect"

us from the Phantom Virus.

We are also told that once we are inside and we decide that we want to "eat or drink" something; that we can take off the mask while

doing so (no time limit). So, here's the million dollar question: What's the difference between a person walking into a mall or restaurant

and removing their mask to "eat or drink" - and another person walking into a mall or restaurant; and simply removing the mask? Does

Mr. Deadly Virus know the difference? This is only one of many examples that prove covid to be a total FRAUD! The WEF and all of their

minions, who are intent on taking down humanity, have our "future" all mapped out for us...a future that I, most deUnitely, do not want

to be a part of!
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Randy, this being a rural area I'm totally baved why some, (not many though,) walk around a forty-acre Ueld wearing a face

diaper? Driving in their cars alone, wearing face diapers. Do they sit in their own homes choking for air wearing the same? It

really goes to show how the Predator$ know to use unfounded FEAR to manipulate & dominate some of the 99%
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Yes Randy, “You can fool everyone some of the time. You can fool some all the time. But you can't fool everyone all the time."

Abraham Lincoln. The White House's chief medical adviser, Dr. Anthony Fauci, doesn't actually think face masks are effective in

protecting people from the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19). This is according to leaked February 2020 emails between Fauci

and Sylvia Burwell, president of American University and former Secretary of Health and Human Services between 2014 and

2017 under former President Barack Obama. In one of the emails, Burwell asked Fauci if she should wear a mask while she was

traveling.

Fauci responded: "Masks are really for infected people to prevent them from spreading the infection to people who are not

infected, rather than protecting uninfected people from getting the infection." He continued: “The typical mask you buy in the

drug store is not really effective in keeping out the virus, which is small enough to pass through the material. It might, however,

provide some slight beneUt in [keeping] out gross droplets if someone coughs or sneezes on you. I do not recommend that you

wear a mask, particularly since you are going to a very low-risk location.”

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/fauci-knows-masks-dont-work-but-he-told-u..  (01/27/2022)
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“It's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.” ― Mark Twain
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Steve; no reason to be baved. Those people are the victims of the bought and paid for media's long standing practice/agenda

of Brainwashing and Conditioning. They have totally bought into the lies and deception and are now living in a Paranoid

Delusion! It wouldn't surprise me in the least, to hear that there are people who even wear the muzzle while they sleep! Gui;

thanks. I have that early clip of fraudski essentially stating that the masks are not capable of blocking any viral

particle...something that I already knew. These evil minions seem to change their minds often...Is there an mRNA shot for that?
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The other day the man that delivered my groceries was outside by himself and wearing a mask. I thought this guy is going to kill

him self. I bet he wears it when he’s driving. People are so sick in the head nowadays
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Tallulah; this is only the beginning of the global insanity! The zombie masses are going along to get along...extremely

dangerous thinking.
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JustSteve, Admit to wearing a 'face diaper' into the hospital to be able to visit my husband, appease the powers that be & fearful

volunteer lady volunteers etc.....but leaving in sub-zero weather, pre-occupied & concerned, thoughts moving ahead to 'the next

thing'....I found myself 1) appreciating the warmth of the otherwise pointless mask, and 2) driving down the road with it on

before I had my 'Good Grief' moment to yank it off! LOL! What a stinking mess, & we're all but clay.
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why more product?? - Pharma is the acme of Capitalitic practise - now bigger than oil this Rockefeller Industry that developed out of

Rockefeller's previous success in the patent medicine mumbo juimbo - Rockefeller used the Flexner Report to pour Trust money into

medical fsaculties / textbooks / academic grants / and medical journals - Unally Pharma lobbyists swamped the halls of government

and addicted oNcials to corrupt cash payouts {aka BRIBES} - these bloodhounds are structured for maximized proUt - they can charge

anything for their monopolistic control of the allopathic pharmaceutical snake oil - SNAKE Gates had an upbringing modelled by a

father SNAKE Senior who worked for the Rockefellers as CEO of Planned Parenthood which keeps aborted fetuses alive in order to

cannibalize their body parts for organ harvesting which is a lucrative generator of income -

this SNAKE Jnior was brainwashed by murderous Nazi ideologues that murdering human populations was the solution to earthlings

problems of scarcity - so this brainwashed Death Merchant became the CZAR OF THE VACCINATION INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX WITH

THE SPURIOUS CLAIM THAT POPULATION DIE OFF IS THE solution TO MANKIND'S WASTE OF RESOURCES THAT PIRATICAL

EXPLOITATION BY the SNAKE HAS CAUSED - THE SNAKE PUSHES HIS INVESTED SHAREHOLDING IN VACCINATION AS PARAMOUNT

WHILE REMOVING FOOD AND WATER {LIFE GIVERS FROM WHO AID} - TO BELIeVE THAT THIS MORAL REPROBATE WOULD ACT FOR

HUMAN HEALTH is "pie in the sky" / "sugar candy mountazin" fantasy - THE SNAKE and Falsie and the Schlob are all murderes that

have captured the Health Industry and transformed it into the BLOODBATH it now has become
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"bloodbath' a good name for media laundering ..
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Yes, Stan, humanity is subjected to the epidemic of "vaccines" that marks a planned genocide on the path of a new world order

of loss of rights and freedoms, the economic crisis, poverty, the increase in inequalities and the vaccination as a false Ught

against epidemics created in terrorist laboratories. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought Natural Medicine, taking the

opportunity to expand his oil business, inUltrating American medicine with highly addictive coal tar formulations. Rockefeller

bought a German pharmaceutical company that made chemical weapons for Adolf Hitler, and quickly put it to use, inUltrating US

drug supplies at a rapid rate today.

That the institutions receive donations from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is

compromising the informative truth because they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of

globalization. The fact checks will come from a variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated

Press, and the Washington Post, which will obviously be rigged.

It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to deceive and further their agendas. The culprits of

this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of vaccines as a preliminary step to the mental domination of

people on their way to the Great Reset.
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thank you poiesis ............................. hi Gui - " mental domination of people on their way to the Great Reset. " - I see it differently

- I see supersonic trains carrying the Masses to the Great Abyss - to be VANISHED - God is a Creator but the Snake and Falsie

and the Schlob are Destroyers - their Code is destructive and opposes God's Creation with their Death Scythe
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It would shock many people just how many Titans of Industry & Capital bankrolled the Nazi efforts of WWII. China, echoes of

the same?
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Juststeve, It only shocked when Urst learned. Then it Ut into the bigger picture of how they sold us Keynesian economics &

Erasmus Darwin's rehashed evolutionary paganism to escape personal responsibility & justify lechery & greed....and more

before. No new thing under the sun. Lord Acton was Catholic, but he understood the beast when he said that power corrupts, &

absolute power corrupts absolutely. Add in the layers of darkness & sorting initiation of Babylonian corporatism & the advance

& compounding of knowledge they can use to their evil scheming...and you end up where we're at today.  I'm with Stan, though,

on how it's going to end.

Can't be dogmatic on timing, but consequential judgment for suffering these things is surely here already, and the Lord Jesus of

the Godhead who foretold all that we see so far & preserved it in written form by his Spirit thru redeemed, but fallen, men in

spite of themselves is not going to suffer this state of affairs & increasing suffering forever. We all have a part to play in that by

prayer & active resistance against every false authority & evil way until he pulls the plug, calls us out, & the very worst of it

comes. Worse than anything this wicked old world has ever seen, which is saying something...& cut short else no iesh would

survive it. We may face much persecution before that event, not being better than those who've suffered horribly for right before

us, but selling out eternity for the temporal is folly.
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They aren’t happy with the amount of death and disability they’ve caused already? This world needs more truckers.
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The US will be having their own trucker convoy/rally starting Feb 12 and arriving in Washington, DC days later.

 www.instagram.com/.../CZhwtuAvHl8
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Isn't it so crazy that this utter FAILURE of a shot isn't holding Fauci back from rubbing his hands together to see what else they can

inject into the public?  Here's your shingle vaccine, you'll still get shingles, but it probably won't be as bad as what you would have

gotten! Pfft. No thanks. To all of it! No thank you.  We the public have got to stop thinking of the almighty shot as the only way. We can

take control of our own health, we can be sick so that our immune system can show it's working and Ught for us here and there. It just

means our body is working. That's all. If the medical industry wasn't so hell bent on poisoning the population, you can see in the

alternative world how much there is to assist the body in all these processes.

I feel like we don't fast enough, we don't do parasite cleanses enough, we don't detox, we just layer upon layer fast food, unhealthy
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I feel like we don't fast enough, we don't do parasite cleanses enough, we don't detox, we just layer upon layer fast food, unhealthy

lifestyles, and expect our bodies to be resilient forever.  How my body responded to this was way better than 2/2020 with type A. Type

A was much worse.  BUT I've also learned tons from Dr. Mercola since the whole covid journey began. I know taking supplements daily

and doubling up when this hit made it short and sweet. Now it's time to get this virus completely gone - I feel like it's in my legs

(thighs) and upper arms - it's really strange, it makes me weak to do much, but once I get that gone, I hope to be back in full swing.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To Fauci and those he represents the failures are that too many have been and are becoming hip to their scam. It is time to set

up our own actual health care system. If I only had billions of dollars to work with...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Tracy, the poisons of the "vaccines" are a death blow to humanity." The Covid “pandemic” was totally orchestrated. Dire

predictions were made based on. With the PCR test they intentionally ran at such high cycles that it produced a 97% false

positive. This was the beginning of the road to menticide. Dr. Fauci himself declares that masks must be worn despite the

double vaccination. Then the vest did not prevent wearing a muzzle. The vaccine loses its effectiveness over time becoming

negative If the unreported damage from biological weapons in the US, UK and EU were to be accounted for, we would know that

there have been many thousands of deaths and millions of injuries associated with the vaccine.

The databases are oNcial data and medical personnel are fully aware that hospitals and doctors rarely, if ever, report adverse

reactions to the Covid vaccine, instead attributing deaths and illnesses caused by the “vaccine” to Covid itself. Independent

experts have concluded that only 1% to 10% of adverse reactions to vaccines are reported. Distinguished scientists and doctors

have concluded that the mRNA "vaccine" interacts with the Covid virus in a way that allows it to escape the immune response.

The consequence is new variants. This powerful evidence from high-ranking scientists is kept out of the mainstream media.

These data and many more tell us that we are facing a planned corruption that leads to endless genocide and that will end up

giving the globalist elites more power, while humanity collects the charity of bread and onions as a result of their ignorance or

social discrimination.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci has never been deterred by failure, why would he, he will proUt regardless!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are Gates, Fauci and Schwab still free? They are the virus , the parasites that need to be eradicated to make the World a healthier

and happier place.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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You left out George Soros.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Myanmar might have the right idea, eh, rrealrose? I think they need to be held accountable, but that the powers behind & above

them do even more so, & it's always surprising to where the web connects when you start tracking it back & out. It will culminate

at Isaiah 59, but thankfully not end there for those who are ready& in Christ with his liberty indeed.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fundamental - too soon to call it...winds are blowing changes at ever increasing speed. Keep yer eyes out for more, may be

across the pond. Check out Max's link somewhere below. * * * * * * * * * * Or watch this one: An Interview of Hope With Dr.

Reiner Fuellmich "There is a light at the end of the tunnel" - www.bitchute.com/.../rkJIsLjLoIfF
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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The average person has consented to the prison Fauci, Gates and Schwab are creating, that is why these despots roam free.

The people around us, including professionals in schools, law, medicine are in compliance. They have voluntary handed over the

keys to the kingdom. They are most to blame for their knee jerk reactions and refusal to take a step back and examine what is

going on. Knowing the history of many of the virtue signalers in my own life, I can say with certainty they are not routinely

virtuous people, far from it. They are better described as hypocrites!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Here we are with this worthless coward saying this about that :) >>> "Trudeau calls convoy truckers “tinfoil hats,” says he will not

meet with organizers" (tnc.news/2022/01/31/trudeau-calls-convoy-truckers-tinfoil-hats-says-he..  ) On Monday, Prime Minister

Trudeau called the truckers’ convoy movement "tin foil hats," (see link below)insinuating that those who are protesting on Parliament

Hill and those who oppose wireless tech are peddling disinformation and conspiracy theories. Yesterday, Frank Clegg of Canadians

For Safe Technology (C4ST) responded to this outrageous statement by sending a letter to Trudeau.

Here it is: Subject: Request for clariUcation regarding your public comments on January 31, 2022 regarding “tin foil hats” and whether

it relates to Canadians’ concerns about wireless radiation and their health

(stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/C4ST-Letter-to-Prime-..  ) I hope that others will join C4ST in expressing

outrage regarding what seems to be Trudeau supporting the misinformation about wireless technology — mocking the science that he

and his government are ignoring — along with his use of language that is totally inappropriate from a Prime Minister.  And this our

GUTLESS, COWARD Leader??? Now if he was like his Real Father , Castro , he would have take "the Bull By the Horns" but Obviously he

is just another worthless slug.......spinless , useless clown (

medium.com/@leibowitt/of-course-Udel-castro-is-justin-trudeaus-dad-no..  )
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The issue today is the same as it has been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be ruled by

a small elite."  ~ Thomas Jefferson.
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mrrobb
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trudoor is a worthless , gutless traitor.....licking the balls of   in-this-together.com/who-are-the-new-world-order-a-brief-history/

 the real power hides in plain sight the queen of England is the head of the new world order, she does not need to say anything

as in think tanks her privy council ect do it all also the the committee of 300 is really here the powerful part of it that’s

responsible for all the chaos is called the club of rome this is one powerful machine at work here every part of it interlocks.

Banking oil the UN Red Cross the RIIA we are Ughting a monster the list is too big And Canada's last PM was Steven

Harper..member of the "committee of 300"   humansarefree.com/2020/09/committee-of-300-complete-list-of-members.ht..

 | www.awakeningchannel.com/post/the-nwo-new-world-oder-the-committee-of-..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TURDeau is 100% Deep State! He is Public Enemy #1 in Canada!
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the same time, what gives with the Royals? Are rats abandoning ship? Randy Andy is just the latest to be thrown under the

bus by mum. Doesn't it seem the Royal Corporation has been a foundation behind the lockdowns & Jab/s being mandatory,

throughout Australia, Canada, New Zealand and such. With the oNcial narrative becoming more impossible to justify each day,

is the collapse reaching back into the many points of origin for Jab Mandates?
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Canada: Military Set To Crush Truckers, Communist Crown Threatens Force Versus Protesters -

www.bitchute.com/.../fH7PvBVnECh3  - - - - - AND FREEDOM TRUCKERS NEWS CONFERENCE TODAY (Friday): Truck convoy

leaders hold news conference in Ottawa ! re up - NR.5 - www.bitchute.com/.../6CkhlceLorNv
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This article just came out www.globalresearch.ca/biden-new-war-cancer-harness-technology-mrna/576..  Who is going to believe

them?
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

maval - yes, Moderna came to vaccines through their failed oncology development of non existent product - so it makes sense

that this would be their Chapter 2
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I occasionally post about off topics such as recipes and other useful info. Here are my thoughts on what kinds of people you

especially want in your network. Medical personnel, cooks (hunters, gardeners, foragers), construction skills/engineers, security

(weapons and esp. perimeter). Medical personnel should have skills that are useful even without the resources of large hospitals and

pharmaceutical drugs. Setting bones, alternative therapies, etc. Trauma nurses may be esp. useful. Cooks should be able to cook

anything from scratch, inc. wild foods and cooking over Ures. There will be a need to build many things, survival shelters, shelters to

protect equipment, fencing, possibly cots if refugees are taken in, repairs, machinists, mechanics, etc.

There will be shortages of store bought items and may have to cut your own lumber. Housekeeping, laundry, sewing/mending and

maintenance. Keeping order in the midst of chaos will be important as well as sanitation. Additional skills might include soap making,

weaving, etc. For security, outUtters and ex-military specialists. You may need suNcient numbers for 24/7 watch.  Everyone should be

experienced and comfortable with Urearms. Each individual should own a minimum of a pistol for short distances and a riie for longer

distances. Hunting will be important, but care should not be taken to decimate wildlife.

That assumes you are living in a wilderness area with little competition from outsiders. Plenty of am o and reloading capacity. Archery

equipment with extra bow strings and arrows. People will not choose their jobs, but be assigned where needed. That is, medical

personnel will not be exempt from physical labor. Some people may be reassigned to help with harvest or butchering. Etc. Consider

special needs of children (education?) and pregnant women. These will inevitably occur. People who know the land (resources, travel,

etc.) such as ranchers and loggers. Consider horses/mules. Communication.
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We all need some comic relief so this is from the UK

 brandnewtube.com/watch/bill-gates-is-a-wanker-song_FuvWthwVNTuQvKO.htm..
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It's about human experimentation under the guise of a pandemic, and the shots are used to perpetuate the emergency while at the

same time conducting lethal dose studies and continuing, at the mass expense of "useless eaters" lives, the development of and

installation of transhuman technology.
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So the unstoppable "GNOME" has even bigger plans for a prolonged genocide world event. And still the BS sticks to the walls. Makes

me want to throw up sometimes.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

A good squeegee applied to all the walls and doors and the ioor is helpful in prevention of mold. It's worth the time and effort.
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MaxDuncan
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Add as Friend  Send Message

conservativeplaybook.com/2022/02/03/truckers-planning-convoy-to-super-..
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MaxDuncan
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INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT TRIBUNALS BEGIN NEXT WEEK: www.bitchute.com/.../Fg5w4e3TGT5n
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It's a race against time. They gotta sterilize and seal the fate of as many as possible before too many get hip, or the whole

depopulation program goes kaput. The 500 million Ugure now looks like a pipe dream. They'll be lucky to get it down to 2 or 3 billion

the way things are going. Time to set up a genuine health care system. Certainly there have to be SOME well-funded people and

businesses who support liberty.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Certain immunocompromised patients now eligible to get fourth dose of COVID vaccine | The Spokesman-Review

 www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/feb/03/certain-immunocompromised-patien..  My neighbor will be so excited for his "fourth

dose." I'm sure he is just "giddy" with anticipation, he was one of the Urst to get Jab #3.  But he does complain that they're not handing

out tee-shirts (yet). Ah yes , the "Pseudo Reality of Medical Tyranny."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There can be only one reason to further weaken the immune system of a person who is already "immunocompromised"! It

"should" be obvious.
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Randyfast - that is what I'm thinking.
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Murder by pokesey.
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MaryDP
Joined On 2/4/2022 4:22:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many vaccines can one human take a year before there are obvious problems? Targeting the vulnerable populations with

vaccines to keep them out of the hospital just allows them to hide severe outcomes of the vaccines under typical age related deaths.

The only way to stop this madness is for all people to say No Mandates on vaccines. And vote for someone who advocates for

freedom of choice and limited government whether or not you like the candidates. It is time for all Americans to stop voting as a

liberal, democrat, republican or libertarian, and start seeing our nation as a freedom loving nation of beautiful human beings who have

a right to freedom and justice.

We are not voting for homecoming queens or kings, this isn’t about popularity, this has always been about protecting our constitutional

rights and limiting federal government power for generations to come. What candidates and government oNcials say and do, have to

match, when it doesn’t match or doesn’t make sense, we are being lied to.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

m.youtube.com/watch  I was sent this today, only 8 min, does anyone have the whole video of this? I would like to see it in full. Thanks!
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JCsavedme
Joined On 7/26/2021 7:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  . This one is 38.25 minutes long, and comments are still open, whereas you link was closed.
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lovestosing6
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Thank you!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Dr fucci still in business????
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because he is a Jesuit serving a Jesuit Pope. The Vatican is behind all of this, and I can prove it with nothing other than the

Bible. God will judge her for it, and there is a day coming when she will be removed from the face of the earth in 1 hour. See Rev.

17 for her identity , and Rev 18 for her fate. A study of these 2 chapters alone could change lives. In a world where millions of

people actually follow Catholicism, and actually think that it’s true Christianity, if these people actually READ their Bibles, they

would realize that they’re being deceived. The beginning of Rev.

17 alone should make this abundantly clear.  The real Body of Christ isn’t a religion, it’s a bridesmaid (a body made up of spirit

Ulled followers of Jesus) Thus a woman is an analogy of God’s church or bride. The woman in Revelation 17 is called “Mother of

Harlots and abominations of the earth” why? Because Catholicism has spawned a whole host of other little Protestant whores.

When a body becomes a business, we call it prostitution. See this link below for a profound insight into this:

prayerandprophecy.wordpress.com/2009/06/13/the-question-that-changed-m..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.Info the NWO's next step [post Coof] is killing many more people, Richie From

Boston www.bitchute.com/.../qhGLM1Ivr1hI  THE SEQUEL TO THE FALL OF THE CABAL - PART 4, The Protocols of Zion

www.bitchute.com/.../YYTLpdXdiEVh  | www.bitchute.com/search/?query=the%20sequel%20to%20the%20fall%20of%20t..

 | www.globalresearch.ca/.../dr-mercola  https://electroverse.net/
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Add as Friend  Send Message

What other, non-mRNA whole virus vaccines are or will be available?
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Zingiber
Joined On 4/28/2021 4:12:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

with fast tracking now the norm with mRNA, they will likely replace all the others that were tested long term
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Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos, see my post below (Urst to post so why so far down?)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And not a word about vaccine passports, which is the real part of the agenda still in need of enforcing. I believe the vaccines are the

mixing of iron and clay as spoken of in Daniel 2:43, and that the vaccine passports will be the Mark of the Beast as spoken of in

Revelation 13. Both will probably damn your soul, as they’re already putting Luciferase in these vaccines, and at the same time trying

to convince the world that the name Lucifer isn’t found in the Bible. A very carefully laid trap has been prepared for the world, and

sadly most people will be caught in it. Don’t think that you are “awoke” and safe for having avoided these abominations so far…the

Bible says:  And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their

foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

Revelation 13:16-17

The day will come when the above prophecy comes to pass, and you’ll either comply or lose your head.  And the third angel followed

them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, The

same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be

tormented with Ure and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: And the smoke of their torment

ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth

the mark of his name. Revelation 14:9-11 So you can comply with this mark and lose your soul, or you can refuse it, and lose your

head. Prepare your minds and hearts today, because the chaos is just getting ramped up. Bible prophecy will come to pass. Fear God

and repent before it’s too late. The time is now. Jesus is calling.
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Truly those things will all come to pass. However, we haven't seen the supernatural witnesses of Revelation 11, nor the sealing

of the Jews of every tribe save Dan in Revelation 7, let alone the star falling with the key to the pit & the 5 mos of torment for

those longing to die & not able to in Revelation 9, which probably links with Joel KJB, yet.  The mixing of iron & clay corruption &

violence would seem to link with Genesis 6 & the sons of God, daughters of men corruption ...as well as to technology. Iron

traced & studied through scripture, as well as clay. Genesis 4-6& Christ's reference to 'as in the days of Noe' taken into

consideration. The line of Cain would have died out in the Flood of Noe, tho the memory of the mighty men of renown/ giant

corruption picked back up after the Flood on both the evidence of scripture, backed by archaeology when the dating &

philosophical obfuscations are ironed out,& by the cultural histories& mythologies of the peoples of the world; and perhaps

there could be a genetic or practical spiritism/witchcraft link through one of the wives of the sons of Noah, or Canaan.

Canaan being the one cursed, whether because Ham was innocent, or because he was already blessed tho w/ the prevailing

tendency to unnatural lust & fornication, pride&voyeurism so that it iniuenced & passed on to the son. Rather as Lot was found

just (2 Peter 2:7 KJB), though he was obviously corrupted & vexed by what surrounded him in Sodom(2 Peter 2:8), which also

cost the life of his wife, & presumably the souls of his daughters judging by their actions & the outcomes iniuenced by an

upbringing in Sodom ....though scripture does not go beyond describing the visible to the spiritual in their cases. Genesis 17-19

(compare to Rev 17-19 KJB) We see that no male was to be redeemed of Moab or Ammon, tho both females, Rahab of Jericho

& Ruth, came of Moab & were blessed to be in the line of Christ by the mercy of God. Pictures of grace.
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2) Since faith cometh by hearing, hearing of the word of God (Roman 10:17; 1 Peter 1; John 1&3; Matthew 13; Mark 4; Luke 8

KJB); the issue is going to be men & women willingly & knowingly choosing to relinquish their free will to the Beast knowingly in

an act of worship & subservience. Revelation 13-16 KJB considered.  'Causeth' is key as you mentioned. They will be tempted by

the same pattern of false promises Satan the Serpent made in Genesis 3, & to Christ in Matthew & Luke 4 KJB. 1) Yea hath God

said? 2) Ye shall not surely die, & may tempt God with impunity.

3) Slandering & misrepresenting God as having sin....God doth know blah, blah, blah the day you do this, Ye shall be as gods,

with, yet below the highest man of sin...as per the fallen cherub Lucifer's aspirations in Isaiah 14 & Ezekiel 28 KJB, working

through 'kings' & mighty men of the earth, at that time, the Unal one of this age.  'Gods' in a layered, ascending hierarchy, & with

preference....and with the price being the loss of personhood, individuality, choice offered to the Beast.  When the physical

kingdom at Jerusalem was postponed (Acts 1), the Jews were dispersed but not destroyed in 70 & 135 AD, & the empire

kingdoms of the world deUned in Daniel 2 & 7 continued & evolved according to what was foretold.

Christ, particularly in Luke, the Gospel pertaining most to the Gentile nations & Greeks, spoke of the latter reign coming after the

worst time of tribulation this world would ever see (given in the Jewish OT perspective in Matthew 24, linking with Rev 6-20 KJB,

a very Jewish time of trouble: time of Jacob's trouble [Jeremiah 30]& 70th week of Daniel [Rev 9-12]); & told the believing

disciples to 'watch' as per Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these

things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man. This leads me to presume 1 Thess 4&5, 2 Thess 2 KJB

means born again believers will not be present, tho..
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3) ...multitudes will be saved the harder way of that terrible time coming when many spiritual things will be made visible as

written in Revelation 6-20, faith then apparently containing an element of sight & works dropping back to the OT Law.

Remember, Daniel 9:27, he shall conUrm the covenant with many for one week. There will be the Temple men will build & which

the Israeli group, the Temple Faithful, are readied & prepared to build, with a system of sacriUce, an attempt to restore the

Law...and hints in Zechariah of not only animal, but the sacriUce of men taking place there before Christ returns with his saints

in train, Revelation 19 KJB.

We are seeing the groundwork laid for the one world system, but by testimony of scripture, I do not believe this stage of vaccine

is the Revelation 13 mark of the Beast yet....wicked and antichrist as all of this so obviously is. Some crucial things are missing

yet. This looks to be paralleling the judgment of the northern kingdom, & Judah: see Hosea & Amos, something similar to Isaiah

57 where many of the righteous perisheth & no man taketh it to heart what it means or foretells of impending judgment.  Add

the Blue Beam chicanery of a potential false iag catching away...interpreted by the new age & alien enthusiasts as a

'reeducation' program, tempting remaining saints barely hanging on to discouragement, causing confusion etc ...for the reports

on that from inside HS etc are credible, tho plans change as they believe necessary.

Nobody lies & does deceit & propaganda like Satan & those serving him knowingly or unknowingly, in their own names or by one

of Satan's many front identities & labels. Eyes to see & ears to hear: Revelation 1-4 KJB. chapter Uve the interlude before all

h-e-double hockeysticks breaks forth, but limited & on a leash, & for a purpose. Our God is holy, just, righteous, & personal: not

arbitrary. Isaiah 42-43 KJB.
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Learning as much & more from the comments as usual! Thank you. Vaccines have proven a very effective Trojan Horse delivery

system for control, culling & transferring wealth. A part of a larger chemical sorcery pattern of culling & control, now including both a

delivery system for illness & for linking-in connectivity well on the way to what's described in the willing free will subjugation &

surrendering in Revelation13; the beast, woman & system understood in terms of Daniel 2 & 7-12, & Zechariah, Revelation 1-20 KJB....

as well as the closing chapters of all the major Old Testament prophets, & much of the minor prophets & Psalms, the latter ones in

particular, though Psalm 1-2 deUnitely Ugure in here insofar as what the powers that shouldn't be working with the god of this world (2

Cor 4:4 KJB) think they're 'getting away with', which they are not. They are simply manifesting what & which spirit they are truly of, &

sorting themselves out of the right side of eternity.  NO THANKS. Death is preferable. Resistance imperative, reasoning where

possible, the sword called for & legitimate for protection & defense of both life & property. In that order.
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I am considering the Novavax vaccine as a compromise so i can visit my father in a residential home. As far as I know it has no mrna

or rna component in it but some conspiratorialist anonymously sent me a letter in which it says it has nano particles and is owned by

Fauci. Does anyone have any thoughts on this classic vaccine please? I live in Ireland. Thanks
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Ignore that nonsense and do your own resea5ch. ! I have avoided having any vaccine, but I am due to have an operation to

remove cataracts in the next couple of months, so I now have little choice. I can't visit a hospital without being vaxxed. So I will

be getting the Novovax, which should be here just in time. It's that or lose my driving licence, which I depend on.  cakesjean: ''

implying that a combination with mRNA or PUzer/Biontech will be more effective or rather more fatal, I wonder.'' The Novovax

will be given in two doses, three weeks apart. No mention of combining it with anything else, so I don't understand your

comment.
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Your father, above all else, wants you to be safe and healthy. All vaccines are inherently unsafe, no exceptions. Please respect

yourself and your father. Please.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/5/2022 12:21:33 AM
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When are you going to discuss Novovax, which is coming very soon? It is closer to a real vaccine and is not an mRNA . I genuinely

want to know more about it. No anti-vaccine, political or religious rants please, just straightforward information.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 11:29:52 PM
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cakesjean
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Here in Germany Novovax will be offered only to the still unvaccinated, implying that a combination with mRNA or

PUzer/Biontech will be more effective or rather more fatal, I wonder.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/4/2022 1:06:43 AM
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rrealrose
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Here's a link, but realize every time you read "safe and effective", that was a marketing ploy developed in the early 1960's used to

get parents' approval for the initial polio vaccns, the same shots found later (like 15 years or so afterwards) to be contaminated

with monkey virus SV40. This has directly led to a slew of cancers among the boomer generation. No long term nothing.

www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/us-clinical-trial-results-show-n..
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juststeve
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rrealrose, your reinforcement of the Polio shot contamination would have explained a lot to family members as to why is it in a

family whose great grandparent, grandparents routinely lived into their late 80s, 90s even past one hundred & most of them

without cancer. Especially the men, who one would expect if they made it into their 80s & usually well beyond would have had

minimal affects with Prostate issues, let alone Prostate Cancers. Now most of the clan are dying in their Ufties, lucky to see

70s, cancers, not all originating from Prostate. It would seem the common denominator would be the toxic ag chemicals used in

the Uelds after taking out the older small family homestead farmers has contaminated descendants' health foundations. Along

with those who live in the region who continue to absorb the Rockefeller/& now along with Gates, as part of their Green

Revolution Big Ag Toxins are a food group campaign. Looking highly successful for population & reproductive control.
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Steve and everyone, Dr. Judy Micovits said something interesting: while working at the National Cancer Institute, she had no

idea her (I think) Doctorate thesis was on a topic the NIH/NIAID wanted no one to discover or look into further: that retrovirus

contamination was rampant throughout vaccines. This is one of the reasonings to switching to synthetic, labgrown mRNA

vaccines! These are supposedly "cleaner"! What a crock of sh*t. (Like petroleum products do not have toxicity issues, nevermind

the graphene oxide.) Guess no one has read her books, eh?
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rrealrose, right? It seems to me right along the regular vax's are a delivery system for disease. Then more vax's or expensive pill,

treatments required, all while getting rid of the undesirables. Dr Judy's work along with other sources makes the gut wonder if

these fragments can reassemble themselves and/or join with other offenders all good for increased $$$$, power & control.

Feed the fear by feeding dis-ease of all types - physical, emotional, mental & spiritual. again, your link; Cancel Covid

www.bitchute.com/.../NCH2FRyUXYrB
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AGREE! These appear, especially in any quantity, as a driver of disease...injecting toxins eventually reaching the bloodstream.

Well-known by a select few, that approx. 10% of humans have genetic differences that do not clear toxins quickly, or well

(especially the aged). So the FDA/CDC/NIH Death squad is throwing at least 10% of the population under the bus. And that does

not include the immuno-compromised and others sensitive to vaccn ingredients. Stuck in an out-of-date paradigm...
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Malone is one of Them, limited hangout. Not to be trusted. Like Rogan.
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